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Abstract
This chapter begins by outlining the routes through which children ‘drop out’ of
school. It then draws on the failings of the English system to suggest six key ‘lessons’
for other jurisdictions. The first centres on how academic results-driven
accountability measures push schools and decision-makers into unjustifiably
excluding children. The second demonstrates the vulnerability of discretionary
frameworks to perverse incentives and unintended negative consequences for
children at risk of ‘drop out’. The third highlights the difficulties created by increased
autonomy for teachers and schools. The fourth reveals how additional protections
for particularly vulnerable children are constrained by the broader exclusion regime.
The fifth and sixth demonstrate the need for jurisdictions to revisit the conceptual
and empirical basis of their legal frameworks for exclusion, whether grounded in
‘best interests’, competing ‘interests’, or ‘children’s rights’. It concludes by
emphasising the need to develop empirical evidence to underpin decisions around
‘drop out’.
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Introduction

Children ‘drop out’ from school if they become disengaged from the education system. This
may involve being excluded from school, whether legally or illegally; being ‘internally
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excluded’ from mainstream regular classes while remaining in the school; undergoing a
‘managed move’1 to another school or ‘alternative provision’; or otherwise ‘missing
education’ by not being on a school roll and not being educated other than at school,
including not receiving full-time provision when able to do so.2 Understood more broadly,
‘drop out’ also includes being in full-time education but disengaged from the education
offered regardless of the precise cause.3 This chapter focuses on permanent exclusion and
on interference with a pupil’s education that has the same disruptive effect as permanent
exclusion.

The legal regulation and practice of exclusion from English schools is in crisis. In a recent
report, the House of Commons’ Education Committee commented that “[m]ainstream
schools should be bastions of inclusion, and intentionally or not, this is not true of all
mainstream schools”.4 This chapter’s account of the role of law in contributing to that crisis
offers lessons for other jurisdictions in addressing the number and rate of children who
‘drop out’ from school.

I begin by outlining the current legal framework and the regulation of permanent and fixed
period exclusion, as well as the various other routes to ‘drop out’, namely ‘managed moves’,
internal exclusions and part-time timetables, and ‘missing education’ through other means
such as attending unregistered providers and being excluded illegally. I then draw on the
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failings of the English system to suggest six key ‘lessons’ for other jurisdictions. The first
centres on the importance of the legal regime being able to prevent unjustifiable exclusion
and ‘drop out’ as a response to accountability measures, and the second highlights the need
to prevent or redress the vulnerability of a discretionary decision-making regime to the
same. The third lesson highlights the difficulties created by increased autonomy for
teachers and schools. The fourth reveals that additional protections for particularly
vulnerable children are constrained by the broader exclusion regime. The fifth and sixth
lessons demonstrate the need for jurisdictions to revisit the conceptual basis of their legal
frameworks for exclusion, whether grounded in ‘best interests’, competing ‘interests’, or
‘children’s rights’, and develop a body of empirical evidence that can be drawn upon when
considering which particular outcome is best for all affected parties when a child is at risk of
‘drop out’.

In what follows, references to ‘permanent exclusion’ are interchangeable with discussion of
‘expulsion’ and being ‘kicked out’ of school in other jurisdictions; ‘fixed period exclusion’ is
interchangeable with ‘suspension’. The focus is on state schools, not independent or
private5 schools, exclusion from which is governed by contract.6

The current crisis

A statistical overview reveals the depth of the English crisis. Firstly, the sheer extent of
permanent exclusion is staggering. Whilst the number and rate of permanent exclusions
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from English schools had been slowly declining and then stabilised for a number of years,7 it
has recently started to significantly increase.8 In 2016/17, the rate of permanent exclusion
was 0.10 percent, an increase from 0.08 in 2015/16.9 Notably, the rate of permanent
exclusion from primary school (5-11 year olds) increased from 0.02 to 0.03 in 2016/17,
marking the first rise since 2005/06.10

Second, the English exclusion rate vastly exceeds that of other UK countries. In 2016/17,
Scotland had a permanent exclusion rate of 0.0, which comprised five incidences.11 The
0.04 rate for Wales in 2016/17, whilst less than half that for England, marked an increase for
the first time since 2011/12.12 There were a total of 33 permanent exclusions (expulsions)
in Northern Ireland for 2016/17.13 Moreover, there is evidence that the English data does
not account for children who have dropped out through informal or ‘illegal exclusion’,14
‘gone missing’ from statutory schooling without any records,15 or been “functionally
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excluded from mainstream school” by measures such as internal exclusion away from
mainstream classes.16

Third, as in the United States,17 children with particular characteristics are
disproportionately likely to be permanently excluded in England--namely, White Irish
traveller, Roma / Gypsy, and Black Caribbean children, as well as children with special
educational needs and disabilities, those who have been or are ‘looked after’ in the child
protection system, and those who are or have been in the past six years eligible for free
school meals.18

Fourth, permanent exclusion rates are persistently inconsistent between English local
authorities.19 Multi-level analysis suggests that school and local authority culture probably
plays a role in determining the likelihood of exclusion for particular children.20 The evident
inconsistency in exclusion rates between school and local authority populations with similar
student-level “risk factors”21 suggests an unjustifiable postcode lottery regarding the
likelihood of any particular child being permanently excluded and that these rates are
attributable at least in part to local authorities and schools.
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The English position highlights the significance of school ‘drop out’ for affected children,
their families, and broader society, as well as the attendant “cycle of social immobility”.22
For each cohort of permanently excluded children in England, it is estimated that it costs the
individual and the state at least £2.1 billion.23 Being in alternative provision “too often…
leads [children] straight from school exclusion to social exclusion”,24 with excluded children
being “the most vulnerable”.25 At an international level, children’s right to education has
been framed in terms of having “become a security issue”.26 Yet, there remains too little
direct focus on permanent exclusion and ‘drop out’; instead, they tend to be seen as
contributing factors or a mere gateway to other social problems that are the subject of
moral panic,27 such as child sexual exploitation,28 drugs gangs,29 and youth knife crime.30
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Outline of the legal framework
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Inadequate direct focus on ‘drop out’ from school in the policy sphere mirrors the lack of
attention to its legal regulation. In this section, I outline the various routes, formal and
informal, legal and illegal, through which children ‘drop out’ of school.

Formal permanent exclusion

Section 51A(10) of the Education Act 2002, the governing statutory provision on permanent
exclusion, defines ‘exclude’ as meaning “exclude on disciplinary grounds”.31 Whilst this
limited coverage in legislation is supplemented by Regulations32 and statutory guidance, it
provides a discretionary regime within which decision-makers exercise “supported
autonomy”.33 It is the statutory guidance to which schools turn for their understanding of
the legal framework. The most recent 2017 statutory guidance provides a two-limb test to
govern a head teacher’s decision to permanently exclude a pupil: the decision “should only
be taken…”, firstly, “in response to a serious breach or persistent breaches of the school’s
behaviour policy”;34 and, second, “where allowing the pupil to remain in school would
seriously harm the education or welfare of the pupil or others in the school”.35

The 2017 guidance is also clear that permanent exclusion “should only be used as a last
resort”36 and, in particular, “should, as far as possible” be avoided in the case of a child with
an EHC plan or a ‘looked after’ child.37 Neither permanent nor fixed period exclusion is
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justifiable if it is discriminatory within the terms of the Equality Act 2010.38 Following the
recent Upper Tribunal decision in C & C v The Governing Body of a School, Secretary of State
for Education (First Interested Party) and The National Autistic Society (Second Interested
Party) (SEN),39 for example, a head teacher can no longer exclude a child with a condition
who has “a tendency to physical abuse”40 unless the school has already sought to make
reasonable adjustments and the exclusion is a proportionate response.41 The head
teacher’s decision to permanently exclude is subject to standard public law restraints,
namely that it must be lawful, rational, reasonable, fair, and proportionate.42 The governing
board of the school is required to consider whether to reinstate any excluded pupil,43 rather
than whether the head teacher’s decision was justifiable in law.

Since the “substantial” reforms in 2012,44 no right of appeal exists in relation to permanent
exclusion.45 If the pupil’s parents take the exclusion to an independent review panel (IRP), it
can only review the governing board’s decision not to reinstate the child,46 which means
that there are no circumstances in which it can “direct” that the excluded child is reinstated.
Instead, the IRP can either: uphold the governing board’s decision, “recommend” that the
governing board reconsiders reinstatement; or, if and only if one or more of the grounds for
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judicial review is made out,47 quash the decision and “direct” that the governing board
reconsiders.48 Only the parents, and not the child have the right to ask for a review.49
Regardless whether the child has recognised special educational needs, the parents can
request that a SEN expert be appointed to the panel.50

If the IRP directs reconsideration and the governing board does not reinstate the pupil, the
IRP “may … order” that the school pays £4,000 towards the continuing education of the
excluded pupil.51 Only one application for judicial review52 has been heard since the 2012
reforms to the IRP process. The House of Commons’ Education Committee, the Office of the
Children’s Commissioner, and the United Nations’ Committee on the Rights of the Child
have recommended reforming the law to reintroduce IRPs’ power to direct reinstatement.53

In addition, and if relevant, the parents may also bring discrimination claims under the
Equality Act 2010 – to the First-tier Tribunal (FtT) if it is disability-related and to the County
Court for other types of discrimination.54

Other routes to ‘drop out’
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In addition to the formal permanent exclusion process, there are other legal and illegal
means through which children may ‘drop out’ of school. At least some schools employ
these alternative routes to avoid the procedural safeguards, local authority oversight and
scrutiny, and accountability measures attached to the formal process.

Fixed period exclusions. A child may miss up to 45 school days in an academic year55 as a
result of fixed period exclusions. The fixed period exclusion rate in England has been
steadily increasing for the past few years to 4.76 in 2016/17.56 In addition to being the
“predominant predictor” of permanent exclusion,57 such periods may contribute to ‘drop
out’ in the broader sense of being disengaged from the education offered, but that is
beyond the focus of this chapter. Given the need for schools to report fixed period
exclusions, there is more oversight here than over other forms of ‘drop out’.

‘Managed moves’. This signifies the process by which a child is ‘off-rolled’ from one school
and moved to another school; it requires the consent of both the parents and the admitting
school.58 It is the most common alternative to permanent exclusion.59 Though a ‘managed
move’ is a legal strategy that might be employed to avoid formal permanent exclusion, it is
unclear how often it is used out of consideration for the affected child rather than to protect
the interests of the ‘off-rolling’ school. It would be to the pupil’s benefit, for example, to
avoid formal permanent exclusion given that an admission authority may refuse to admit a
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child who has been excluded twice.60 Yet, for children who do not wish to move schools,
the threat of permanent exclusion might be unjustifiably used to secure consent to the
benefit of ‘off-rolling’ schools.

Internal exclusions and part-time timetables. The House of Commons’ Education
Committee noted an “alarming increase in ‘hidden’ exclusions”,61 which includes both
internal exclusion and part-time timetables. If a child is ‘internally excluded’, they are
‘referred’ or otherwise removed from mainstream classrooms to an ‘internal-exclusion’ or
intervention classroom.62 Whilst internal exclusion could be beneficial to children if it
enabled them to stay in school and better access mainstream education than otherwise, it
could also be used as a means of removing ‘problem children’ from the classroom without
having to officially record that absence. The same concerns arise in respect of reduced or
part-time timetables.63 The only interaction with the legislative framework is with the
requirement that, if a child is placed on such a timetable, any affected required sessions (ie.
am, pm) need to be marked as authorised absences.64 Otherwise, there is no official
statutory basis upon which to establish a reduced timetable.65 The child’s right to a full-time
education66 means that the parent or guardian has to agree to any reduced timetable or it
cannot be imposed. There are limited circumstances in which, due to pre-existing
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involvement, the local authority will be aware of reduced timetables: reintegration after
permanent or fixed period exclusion and medical reasons for absence. Otherwise, schools
are not required to notify the local authority when they place a child on a reduced
timetable.67 This creates an invisible group of children missing education who have not
officially ‘dropped out’.

There is neither any oversight built into the discretionary regime nor any national data
published on the use of managed moves, internal exclusions,68 or reduced timetables. This
highlights the need to be cautious about apparently-inclusive schools with either no, or a
low rate of permanent exclusions.69 The avoidance of the formal exclusion process’
accountability mechanism casts doubt over the positive value of managed moves for
children.

‘Missing education’, unregistered providers, and illegal exclusions. If a child is not on a
school roll, and not educated other than at school, they are ‘missing education’ within the
terms of the Education Act 1996.70 This includes the child being moved to an unregistered
provider, such as a religious school, for ‘full time’ education.71 Whilst the quality of such
alternative provision may be excellent, there is scant oversight. For a child to be ‘off-roll’
but not ‘missing education’, they must either be in alternative provision or home educated.
As with internal exclusions and reduced timetables, off-rolling is open to misuse as part of a
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strategy of reducing permanent exclusion figures. In Wales, for example, whilst permanent
and fixed period exclusion rates have fallen in recent years, the number of children ‘off-roll’
is at best unchanged.72

In England, the Association of Directors of Children’s Services has expressed concern over
schools encouraging parents to agree to home educate not for the child’s benefit but to
serve the school’s interest in avoiding the formal exclusion process and accountability
measures.73 If parental consent is not genuine, this form of ‘off-rolling’ is illegal.74 The
private context in which the ‘off-rolling’ school’s parental encouragement operates makes it
very difficult to prevent illegal exclusion. In addition to inappropriate elective home
education, exclusion other than in accordance with the statutory guidance is also illegal.75

This outline of other routes to ‘drop out’ beyond formal permanent exclusion paints a
complex picture in which there is both little empirical evidence regarding use in practice and
little oversight of the quality of provision for children and their outcomes. There are two
lessons for other jurisdictions: firstly, the broader context for any accountability measures,
such as the autonomy afforded to decision-makers and the discretionary nature of the
English regime, needs to be carefully considered so as to not to incentivise the unjustifiable
use of illegal and informal exclusion; second, there should be oversight, at least in terms of
reporting and recording, of all forms of children missing out on mainstream classes in order
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to monitor, enable school-level intervention with, and prevent illegal and informal
exclusion.

3

English ‘lessons’

The negative consequences of permanent exclusion mean that it is critical that children are
permanently excluded only for the right reasons. This is especially so, given that an
admission authority may refuse to admit a child who has been twice excluded.76 Despite
these concerns, the government’s annual Statistical First Releases highlight significantly
inconsistent exclusion rates between local authority areas,77 which “probably have
significant socio-cultural and school policy dimensions”78 and, I suggest, are the product of
the culture of individual schools, local authorities, and the interaction between the two.

I argue that there are six key ‘lessons’ to be learnt from the experience of children’s
exclusion from school in the English context. Firstly, academic results-driven accountability
measures push schools and exclusion decision-makers into inappropriate and unnecessary
decisions to exclude. Second, discretionary decision-making frameworks are open to
perverse incentives and unintended consequences that are harmful for children at risk of
‘drop out’. Third, successfully empowering and supporting teachers and schools through
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greater autonomy requires oversight, collaboration between decision-makers, and
education to inform its exercise. Fourth, enhanced protection for especially vulnerable
children, including those with special educational needs, is only as effective as the broader
context in which it operates. Fifth, despite its successful role in other contexts, children’s
‘best interests’ is theoretically unworkable in this context, and there is no sound evidence
base upon which to weigh competing ‘interests’. Sixth and finally, ‘children’s rights’ are
currently insufficiently developed, at least in this context, to be of much assistance to
children at risk of exclusion, though this suggests direction for future development.

Accountability measures

As Sir Al Aynsley-Green notes, “[t]here is good evidence that other countries are concerned
about the target-driven approach and are rejecting the momentum for teacher and school
accountability in this way”.79 Whilst much of the criticism relates to the impact on children’s
mental wellbeing and happiness, such accountability measures also result in inappropriate
and unnecessary exclusions. Permanent exclusion is intended to be a last resort, yet Kulz
found “numerous grey areas” in which it was “questionable” whether head teachers had
made the decision to exclude on that basis.80
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In relation to drug-related incidents, the formal position is that “exclusion should not be the
automatic response … and permanent exclusion should only be used in serious cases”.81 But
head teachers and schools regularly publicly state they will permanently exclude in broader
circumstances. In 2018, one head teacher, for example, responded to claims about drug use
or dealing on school premises by stating that “[the school] has a zero tolerance policy on
drugs. Any student found to have inappropriate substances is permanently excluded from
the academy”.82 Such unlawful, yet unchallenged school policies highlight both the lack of
understanding of the legal framework and lack of legal and government oversight
experienced by individual schools; the policy’s existence is no doubt not helped by the fact
that the elucidation of the “last resort” approach in the drugs context is contained in the
non-statutory advice on drugs, rather than in the exclusion-specific statutory guidance.

The drive to improve academic standards combines with the lack of adequate oversight to
lead to unlawful and unjustifiable exclusions. The House of Commons’ Education
Committee cites the new Progress 8 measure of tracking a pupil’s academic ‘distance’
travelled, together with the accountability system, as “a major factor” in contributing to
‘off-rolling’83 and the Committee heard evidence that it incentivised exclusion.84 These
incentives have the unintended consequence of particularly affecting children with complex
needs since severe under-attainment has a disproportionately damaging impact on an
individual school’s performance indicators.85 Gill et al also note that funding cuts to budgets
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used to raise attainment and support children means that, for under-pressure schools,
exclusion has become a critical means to improve key metrics.86 Whilst this may improve as
a result of schools becoming responsible for commissioning alternative provision and
retaining accountability for children who do not then enrol at another mainstream school,87
it is unclear how such reform will interact with the incentives that operate around fair
access panels, discussed below.

There is some limited countervailing evidence in respect of the increased rate of permanent
exclusion from (sponsor) Academies compared to maintained schools. ‘Academies’ are
schools in relation to which the local authority has no statutory power of intervention.
Machin and Sandi found that, whilst performance was improved by the permanent
exclusions, this was not “being used as a strategic means of manipulation to boost
measured school performance” and was instead “a feature of rigorously enforced discipline
procedures”.88 But this conclusion should be approached with caution. Given that ‘zero
tolerance’ behaviour policies marginalise vulnerable groups, making their exclusion “almost
inevitable”,89 such disciplinary procedures may be indirectly responsible for unjustifiably
high rates of permanent exclusion in any event.

Discretion, perverse incentives, and unintended consequences
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The English system highlights how discretionary decision-making frameworks are open to
perverse incentives and unintended consequences that are harmful for children at risk of
exclusion. Accountability measures and funding cutbacks operate to unjustifiably and
inconsistently increase permanent exclusions.

Firstly, the ‘disciplinary’ basis on which children may be permanently excluded acts as a
smokescreen for underlying, potentially unjustifiable reasons. In 2016/17, the most
common reason reported by local authorities and Academies via the annual School Census
was ‘persistent disruptive behaviour’, which represented 35.7% of all permanent
exclusions.90 As the rate of permanent exclusions has risen, the proportion attributed to
‘persistent disruptive behaviour’ has similarly steadily increased.91 Unlike the other
‘reasons’, which require evidence of a serious incident or incidents, the threshold for this
category of ‘reason’ is necessarily lower. The vagueness of what satisfies that lower
threshold can be exploited by individual school management teams to permanently exclude
children other than in genuine situations of “last resort”.

Second, a justifiable discretionary decision-making regime relies on adequate scrutiny as to
whether exclusion is “the most appropriate and reasonable sanction”.92 Kulz found:
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The majority of exclusion officers, parents and some heads questioned the ability of
the governing body to robustly critique a head teacher’s decision to permanently
exclude. Rubber-stamping of decisions and poor training were key areas of
concern.93
Moreover, children and their parents lack recourse to legal advice or representation, and it
is only in seven percent of cases that parents lodge an application for independent review of
the decision to permanently exclude their child.94 Moreover, IRP panel members may also
not understand the complexity of the applicable legal principles of judicial review.95
Without adequate scrutiny, the justifiability of the exclusion regime is undermined.

Third, a justifiable discretionary regime relies on those decision-makers understanding the
legal regime within which they exercise their judgment. In order to make the statutory
guidance more understandable as a text by non-lawyers tasked with its application, detail
has been removed. However, that also made it harder for non-lawyers to consistently and
justifiably exercise their legally-bounded decision-making, such as determining what
qualifies as a ‘serious breach’ or ‘persistent breaches’ of the school’s behaviour policy.

This difficulty is worsened by inconsistency within the statutory guidance. In respect of
IRPs, for example, the secondary legislation provides that they cannot direct reinstatement
of an excluded pupil but have a power to order £4,000 additional payment by an excluding
school if it does reinstate upon reconsideration.96 The detailed aspects of the 2017
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statutory guidance are clear that this is a power that may or may not be exercised, 97 but the
summary suggests that “[t]he panel will then be expected to order…”98 the additional
payment. Further, in response to the recent Government consultation, the DfE posited that
panels “should use this power”.99 In response to Freedom of Information requests, it is clear
that, whilst IRPs operating within some local authority areas appear to decide on a case-bycase basis whether to order the payment as part of a direction for reconsideration, some
always include it, and others never do.100 The unjustifiably inconsistent approach taken by
IRPs across England highlights that a successful discretionary regime depends on decisionmakers having clear guidance and a similar understanding of the purpose of that discretion
as it applies to any particular issue before them.

Beyond creating space within which illegal and informal school exclusion and ‘drop out’ can
operate, even well-meaning exclusion decision-makers may inappropriately exclude as a
result of misapplication of the discretionary regime. As Ryder et al reported, local
authorities found the current statutory guidance to be “unclear, unhelpful and subject to
interpretation”101 and one even continued to refer to old guidance on matters of detail.102
We might compare this difficulty to the privatisation of the justice system more generally,
via cuts to legal aid and the encouragement of non-legal methods of resolving disputes.103
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Safeguards, cross-checks, and enlarged autonomy for exclusion decision-makers

In addition to the creation of Academies, the applicable statutory guidance has been
stripped of detail since its 2012 iteration in order to enable decision-makers’ autonomy.104
Such autonomy can benefit all children in a school, as well as the staff, by providing the
space for best practices to flourish, both within individual schools, Multi-Academy Trusts,
and between local clusters of schools. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development has found that students perform better in schools that have more autonomy
resource allocation.105 But unjustifiable excessive and inconsistent permanent exclusion in
the English context demonstrates that successfully empowering and supporting teachers
and schools through greater autonomy requires oversight, collaboration between decisionmakers, and education to inform its exercise.

Firstly, enlarged autonomy requires effective oversight. The Academisation of education in
England, however, highlights the risk that the drive to increase autonomy gives rise to a
structural deficit in oversight. Until 2016, Academies were accountable to central
government’s Education Funding Agency for financial matters only. Regional Schools
Commissioners – overseen by the National Schools Commissioner – were then created to
intervene in underperforming Academies,106 though their role does not explicitly extend to
exclusion. Without any clear understanding as to the drivers behind increasing permanent
exclusion rates and ‘drop out’ more generally, it is impossible to know if there are specific
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safeguards that need to be implemented in the context of Academies’ extensive autonomy
in decision-making. In the meantime, local authorities remain accountable to central
government for permanent exclusions in their area whilst they have no official role in
overseeing and moderating decision-making in Academies.107 Inadequate scrutiny is further
evidenced in the inconsistent practices of independent review panels, as highlighted in the
previous section.

There is a lack of effective response to illegal exclusions, which further incentivises such
conduct. In its report into illegal exclusions, the Office of the Children’s Commissioner
reasoned that:
A school may be named and shamed if this practice is identified, or may lose a
judicial review if a family is successful in bringing one in the absence of a legally
binding appeals process that would not necessitate a court case. However, there is
no financial penalty should such practice be uncovered unless a case goes to law, the
school lose the case, and court costs be awarded against the school. The school’s
league table place is also unaffected. Indeed, the removal of the affected children
may actually improve a school’s academic performance. We are encouraged by
Ofsted’s statement that it would probably award an inadequate rating to any school
it finds to be excluding illegally. However, we do not consider this to be sufficient…
The interaction between these factors gives cause for concern that some illegal
exclusions may be an unconscious response to incentives present in the system. 108
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This further highlights how the lack of effective enforcement of adherence to the formal
exclusion process harms children at risk of ‘drop out’.

Second, successful expansive autonomy requires effective collaboration between decisionmakers and satisfactory cross-checks on inadequate collaboration. Consider the operation
of In-Year Fair Access Panels. Each local authority must have a Fair Access Protocol to
govern in-year admissions, which is itself binding on all schools.109 This generally entails one
or more regional fair access panels, with school and local authority representatives meeting
to confirm admission of permanently excluded children as well as ‘managed moves’. This inyear admissions regime incentivises permanent exclusions since local authorities often do
not require excluding schools to admit a corresponding number of children permanently
excluded from elsewhere. Whilst peer pressure is sometimes effective, the House of
Commons’ Education Committee heard evidence that
[w]here those protocols are set up, which they are in some cases, to protect schools
and enable them to put up barriers to taking children back, it becomes a way of
keeping children in alternative provision.110

If an Academy refuses a local authority’s request to admit a pupil, the local authority can
request that the Secretary of State direct the Academy to admit the pupil.111 In practice,
however, this would risk significantly delaying the provision of education to the excluded
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child so the local authority often encourages another school to admit the pupil. This
accords with Bennett’s independent review of behaviour in schools:
Several schools reported that, while they attempted to [make every effort to retain
and amend students’ behaviour before permanently excluding them], other schools
did not. These schools excluded too quickly in order to improve their examination
results and remove the need to deal with the challenging behaviour. But this benefit
to them came at the expense of other schools that had to admit disproportionate
numbers of very challenging students. It also failed to support the excluded pupil.112
This makes a perplexing case study for game theory since cooperation is generally
understood to require strict and intense enforcement of the compliance behaviour,113 and a
“successful punishment regime”114 more generally in order for the behaviour to be selfsustaining. One explanation might be that cooperating schools have adopted a moral
position and are unwilling to force compliance through the Secretary of State’s direction at
the expense of affected pupil’s short-term and long-term interests in education. The
discretionary nature of the legal framework for permanent exclusion incentivises this
behaviour: subject to regional anomalies, the excluding head teacher can be confident that
they will not be simply exchanging one ‘problem pupil’ for another.

Third, a successful space for expansive school and decision-maker autonomy requires that
those exercising that autonomy make evidence-based decisions. In England, for example,
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there are both school-level and local area ‘zero exclusion’ policies,115 though they are not
always publicised. Yet these zones are premised on the untested and arguably-incorrect
assumption that permanent exclusion is never beneficial. Moreover, such a rule does not
accord with the individualised intention of the current discretionary regime. The
Department for Education criticised blanket ‘zero exclusion’ policies in its repealed 2015
statutory guidance on the basis that they might undermine a school’s ability to maintain
discipline.116 Unchecked autonomy thus leads to both unjustifiable permanent exclusion
and unjustifiable failure to permanently exclude though, perhaps ironically, a local ‘zero
exclusion’ policy shared between schools might serve as an effective response to the lack of
punishment for individual schools that ‘cheat’ the collaborative In-Year Fair Access Panel
system.117

Enhanced protection of vulnerable children only as effective as broader context

The English experience highlights that any enhanced protection for especially vulnerable
children, especially those with special educational needs, depends on the broader context
for its effectiveness. In particular, the discretionary regime enables only inadequate
accommodation by schools and head teachers of vulnerable children’s characteristics ahead
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of the decision to permanently exclude.118 Kulz found insufficient detail in the statutory
guidance on how to take account of children’s complex circumstances.119 This is not to
suggest that it is for this reason alone that children with SEN, for example, are
overrepresented amongst those who ‘drop out’, but that that overrepresentation may be
increased to an uncertain extent by decision-makers working within the discretionary
regime.

Further, combined with the disproportionately negative impact of under-performance on a
school’s performance indicators, the enhanced protection offered to children recognised to
have SEN incentivises head teachers to permanently exclude such children before the
formal recognition of any complex needs. The 2017 statutory guidance states that head
teachers should consider whether there is appropriate support for children with SEN when
intervening early in the causes of disruptive behaviour, as well as whether a multi-agency
assessment is necessary, which might identify any undiagnosed SEN.120 If children have
recognised SEN, additional statutory duties apply to head teachers and governing boards.121
That parents have a right to request a SEN expert to advise the IRP regardless whether the
child has recognised SEN122 in part ameliorates the operation of this perverse incentive.

This concern over enhanced protection for children with particular characteristics
incentivising permanent exclusion extends beyond SEN to children with other
vulnerabilities, including disabilities. The guidance is clear that “disruptive behaviour can be
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an indication of unmet needs”123 yet, as discussed above, the percentage of permanent
exclusions based on ‘persistent disruptive behaviour’ continues to increase, and it is
consistently the most common reason for permanent exclusion. The over-representation of
vulnerable children further highlights the incentivising nature of complex needs in the
current financially-straightened new public management education system. As
disenfranchised parents seldom challenge schools’ decision-making, the lack of an effective
punishment regime, as discussed above, means there is no disincentive to permanently
excluding these vulnerable children outside situations of “last resort”.

The critical lesson for other jurisdictions is that any steps taken to ensure that children’s
particular vulnerabilities are adequately accommodated within the exclusion regime
requires attention to be paid to the larger framework. Does it actively support such
accommodation? Or does it simply create space for paying attention to matters such as
children’s disabilities and special educational needs, including enabling decision-makers to
act on perverse incentives to exclude in the very circumstances in which retention and
inclusive education should be valued?

Difficulties with focus on children’s ‘best interests’ or competing ‘interests’

The current framework for decision-making about exclusion from English schools centres on
the ‘interests’ of affected parties. The English experience demonstrates that the ‘best
interests’ concept, successfully employed in other contexts, is theoretically unworkable here
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and that competing ‘interests’ can be weighed only if we develop a sound evidence base
upon which to give them content.

Firstly, the English approach highlights that other jurisdictions cannot seek to ground an
approach in children’s ‘best interests’. The notion of children’s ‘best interests’ is not relied
on in the English regime because, as a concept, it is only able to focus on one child’s
position,124 whether understood contextually125 or otherwise. Whilst there are situations in
which the balancing of different children’s competing ‘interests’ has been required, such as
in relation to a decision whether to separate conjoined twins,126 no framework for
evaluation has been developed. Despite that absence of a framework, the 2017 statutory
guidance suggests a balancing of competing ‘interests’ at various stages of the exclusion
process. The second limb of the test for permanent exclusion127 requires the balancing of
the ‘interests’ of the child at risk of exclusion against the ‘interests’ of all others in the
school. Rather than a direct balancing, however, it imposes a ‘serious harm’ threshold to
justify infringing on the interests of the child at risk of exclusion. Further, both the
governing board and the IRP, should any particular exclusion go to review, “must consider
the interests and circumstances of the excluded pupil, including the circumstances in which
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the child was excluded, and have regard to the interests of other children and people
working at the school”.128

The school context in which these conflicts of ‘interests’ arise is unique in three respects.
Firstly, rather than the usual conflict between a child and their parents, it is between, on the
one hand, a child’s interests in not being excluded and, on the other hand, that child’s
education or welfare interests in being excluded and the education or welfare interests of
others (children and staff).129 Second, unlike in other threshold contexts, there is no second
stage of the analysis that may conclude the status quo is preferable to intervention: once
the decision to exclude is taken, the child is excluded regardless of the availability and/or
quality of alternative provision. Third, every decision about whether or not to exclude a
particular child necessarily involves considering the position of other children.
Consequently, just outcomes in this context depend on both the framework and content
thereof. Without the theoretical grounding in children’s ‘best interests,’ however, there is
no ready mechanism for weighing competing interests. This is more troubling because head
teachers tasked with applying the framework purport to have ‘best interests’ at the heart of
their decisions,130 even when excluding illegally.131

The second lesson of the English experience of relying on children’s ‘interests’ is that a
justifiable exclusion regime must have both a sound conceptual basis and an evidence-
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based approach to its application. The English ‘serious harm’ threshold for balancing the
interests of the child at risk of exclusion against others’ interests requires an understanding
of ‘serious harm’ that is entirely absent from the statutory guidance. ‘Persistent disruptive
behaviour’, for example, causes frequent loss of learning time,132 which is detrimental for a
large number of children. Whilst future risks arising from ‘physical assault against a pupil’
straightforwardly qualify as “serious harm,” for example, it is unclear how to determine how
much and what nature of low-level ‘persistent disruptive behaviour’ would qualify.
Moreover, what of drug offences or other risky behaviour where the child is only harming
and at risk of further harming themselves? This exercise is made all the more difficult by the
fact that it is non-lawyers tasked with applying this framework.

Yet, it would be no better if the test was one of straight balancing of competing interests
since it also requires an understanding of how each interest is affected by each possible
outcome. There is no solid evidence regarding matters such as, for example, the
circumstances in which permanent exclusion, ‘managed moves’, or ‘drop out’ might benefit
the excluded child, including reducing the risk of social exclusion, and what factors might
make such benefit more or less likely. Moreover, as currently constructed, the posited
balancing misses the fact that all children arguably benefit from being educated in an
inclusive school since other children’s interests are available only to be weighed against
those of the child at risk of exclusion. Our inability to outline how this balancing exercise
should be carried out should be set against the knowledge that children are being
continuously and inconsistently excluded from English schools. Any jurisdiction that seeks
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to adopt an exclusion regime grounded in children’s and others’ ‘interests’ needs to do
better and produce evidence-based guidance for non-lawyers tasked with administering the
exclusion regime so that they can determine how much weight to place on particular
considerations.

Resort to underdeveloped ‘children’s rights’

The final lesson from the English experience is also both conceptual and practical.
‘Children’s rights’ are currently insufficiently developed to protect children from unjustified
exclusion. There is weak recognition of children’s rights in this context in general; and there
has been no conceptual consideration of the intersectional position of many children at risk
of exclusion. Moreover, because the balancing of competing qualified rights turns on the
justifications for infringing those rights, the absence of sound empirical evidence regarding
how to weigh those interests undermines the potential for children’s rights to better
underpin just outcomes for children at risk of exclusion than an approach grounded in
competing interests.

The right to education is a complex “multiplier right”133 and “both a human right in itself and
an indispensable means of realizing other human rights”.134 The United Nations’ Committee
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on the Rights of the Child thus comments on the “indispensable interconnected[ness]” of a
number of United Nations’ Convention on the Rights of the Child135 provisions in relation to
education136 beyond Articles 28 (education) and 29 (aims of education), including: Article 2
(non-discrimination); Article 3 (the ‘best interests’ of the child); Article 6 (life, survival, and
development); Article 12 (right to express one’s views and have them taken into account);
Articles 5 and 18 (parents’ rights and responsibilities); Article 13 (freedom of expression);
Article 14 (freedom of thought); Article 17 (right to information); Article 23 (children with
disabilities); Article 24 (education for health); and Article 30 (linguistic and cultural rights of
children belonging to minority groups).137

The right to education is also more directly recognised in Article 2 of Protocol 1 to the
European Convention on Human Rights (education);138 Article 24 of the United Nations’
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (education);139 Article 14 of the Charter
of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (education);140 various Articles of the
European Social Charter,141 such as Article 17 (social, legal and economic protection for
children and young people); and Articles 13 and 14 of the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (education, access to education).142
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The CRC adopts a “novel” approach143 to the right to education by setting it out in two
Articles. The first, Article 28, focuses on access to education; the second, Article 29, centres
on the goals of education. Article 28(2) explicitly requires States Parties to both “[t]ake
measures to encourage regular attendance at schools and the reduction of drop-out rates”
and “take all appropriate measures to ensure that school discipline is administered in a
manner consistent with the child's human dignity and in conformity with the present
Convention”.

Both of these provisions arguably militate against the current English discretionary regime
to the extent that it incentivises excessive and illegal permanent exclusions. The failure to
address the pupil’s rights in the formal exclusion process is arguably key evidence of the
infringement of Article 29, which highlights the need for the child’s lived experience of
education in school to be rights-protecting, rights-enhancing, and rights-developing. As the
Committee on the Rights of the Child expounds, “the education to which every child has a
right is one designed … to promote a culture which is infused by appropriate human rights
values”.144 The other CRC rights set out above comprise rights in and through education.145

The English experience makes clear, however, that all these rights are only weakly
recognised, hence provide only limited protection in the context of children at risk of ‘drop
out’ from schools in England. As Quennerstedt notes, “… in comparison with other areas of
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society, education seems to be particularly unreceptive to children’s rights”.146 In Ali v
Headteacher and Governors of Lord Grey School,147 a case concerned with the application of
Article 2 of the First Protocol to provision after permanent exclusion (‘day six’ provision),
Lord Hoffmann reasoned that A2P1 is infringed only if there was “a systemic failure of the
educational system which resulted in the respondent not having access to a minimal level of
education”.148 Further, Lord Bingham stated that A2P1 was “a weak [right], and deliberately
so”, which provided “no Convention guarantee of compliance with domestic law” and “no
guarantee of education at or by a particular institution”.149

Such weak protection is part of a larger context in which there is significant confusion
regarding the type of education to which children (and parents) have a right.150 The right to
education “has been under-theorized as compared to other [economic, social, and cultural
rights]”151 with some legal scholars mistakenly positing it as a ‘C-right’, held by children
exclusively, rather than an ‘A-C right’ that does not cease with the end of childhood.152
Inadequate recognition and protection may lie in an assumed weakness to rights held by
children.
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In A v Essex County Council,153 the Supreme Court was faced with a boy who had been out of
school for 18 months. He had special educational needs, was severely autistic, suffered
from epilepsy, and had a number of other issues. His school, which was for children with
severe learning difficulties, was concerned that his behaviour meant he posed a risk to
himself and other children, hence asked his parents to remove him; the local authority then
took 18 months to find him a place at a suitable residential school. The delay was caused by
both the lack of a suitable place and the local authority’s inadequate resources to carry out
the medical testing required.

Lord Clarke constructed the A2P1 right as requiring “effective access to such educational
facilities as the State provides for such pupils”, in respect of which the child “was only
denied effective access if he was deprived of the very essence of the right”.154 Lord Kerr
rejected an argument that the child was entitled to any particular form of education
specified in the child’s statement of special needs.155 As a consequence, the Court
unanimously dismissed the child’s appeal against striking out his claim under A2P1. Further,
whilst Lord Clarke saw the interim efforts as arguably being in breach of duty under
domestic law,156 he emphasised that the local authority had spent considerable funds and
gone to considerable efforts to try to provide interim solutions pending a longer-term
solution becoming available.157 This highlights the weak and pragmatic protection of
children’s right to education, which has regard to all the circumstances, including resources.
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At least part of the reason for this marginalisation of children’s rights in the English context
may lie in the unique centrality of parents’ rights and obligations.158 This is evident in both
the removal of the right to appeal permanent exclusion, as well as the fact that, despite
Articles 3, 12, and 28 of the CRC, only the pupil’s parents,159 and not the excluded child
herself, are seen as rightsholders in respect of reviews. England, the highest-excluding
country in the UK, is isolated in its position on this: in Wales, children and their parents both
have the right to appeal when the child is between 11 and 16 years of age;160 in Scotland,
children have the right to appeal once they are adjudged to have legal capacity, which is
presumed from the age of 12.161 Other jurisdictions should learn from the English
experience and focus directly on children’s, and not parents’ rights in order to improve
outcomes for children at risk of exclusion.

One particularly unfortunate consequence of this inattention to children’s right to education
is that there has been no conceptional analysis of the possible intersectional position of
children in relation to ‘drop out’, based on additional characteristics such as disability or
ethnic origin, and their status as children; the view that children cannot be discriminated
against on the grounds of age162 has been assumed correct. Empirical evidence from
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practice points to an intersectional explanation, yet the legal framework does not recognise
this concern. In its most recent Concluding Observations on the UK, the Committee on the
Rights of the Child “welcome[d] … the decreasing use of exclusion from school”163 but was
“concerned” about the “[permanent and temporary exclusion of] disproportionate number
of boys, Roma, Gypsy and Traveller children, children of Caribbean descent [sic.], children
living in poverty and children with disabilities”.164 In its recommendations, the Committee
called on the UK to make exclusion “a means of last resort only”;165 “forbid and abolish the
practice of ‘informal’ exclusions”;166 and reduce the number of exclusions more generally.167
These recommendations are noteworthy because the 2017 statutory guidance already
requires exclusion to be a last resort; ‘informal’ exclusions are already illegal; and,
underlying the call to reduce numbers, is the unsupported assumption that exclusion can
never be beneficial for the excluded pupil. This suggests that, even in other jurisdictions,
children’s international rights may have only limited potential to lead to improvements in
the domestic exclusion regime and prevent unjustifiable ‘drop out’ from school.

In addition to the conceptual difficulties, the practical difficulties identified in relation to an
interests-based approach remain. The European Court of Human Rights’ jurisprudence has
developed to provide a framework for resolving conflicts of rights in the form of the ‘double
proportionality’ analysis.168 Whilst there are some examples of balancing rights held by
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different children,169 none superimpose a threshold on one side of the scales. Moreover,
the ‘drop out’ context renders the benefit of this reframing unclear: incommensurability
prevents the resolution of conflict between the prima facie expression of rights; the
resolution of conflicting qualified rights in fact often turns on which right can be more
justifiably infringed by countervailing interests, whereas the conflict between unqualified
rights remains incommensurable.170 As discussed, however, there is no sound empirical
evidence on the differential impact on children of alternative outcomes such as placement
in an internal exclusion unit, a ‘managed move’, or permanent exclusion. This undermines
the ability of a rights-based approach to underpin a just exclusions regime.

4

Conclusion

This chapter has demonstrated the importance of a more complete understanding of ‘drop
out’ that extends beyond formal legal permanent and fixed period exclusions. It is to be
hoped that the Timpson Review171 will lead to increased focus on these issues. I began by
setting out the current legal regime, which demonstrated how permanent and fixed period
exclusion rates are socially constructed.172 I then outlined the numerous other ways in
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which children ‘drop out’, namely through ‘managed moves’, internal exclusions and parttime timetables, and ‘missing education’ through other means such as attending
unregistered providers and being excluded illegally.

I suggested six key ‘lessons’ for other jurisdictions from the English experience of exclusion
from school. Firstly, academic results-driven accountability measures, which underpin
partial comparisons between schools, incentivise schools and exclusion decision-makers to
make unjustifiable and unnecessary decisions to exclude. Second, discretionary decisionmaking frameworks are vulnerable to perverse incentives and unintended consequences
that harm children at risk of exclusion. Third, greater autonomy for teachers and schools
requires the implementation of significant cross-checks, collaboration between decisionmakers, and education to inform its exercise in order not to worse ‘drop out’ from school.
Fourth, the broader exclusions context in a particular jurisdiction constrains the value of any
enhanced protection for especially vulnerable children, including those with special
educational needs. Fifth, neither children’s ‘best interests’ nor competing ‘interests’ can act
as a framework here because the former is theoretically unworkable in this context and the
balancing exercise required by the latter necessitates empirical evidence that is currently
lacking. Sixth and finally, ‘children’s rights’ are not yet a favourable alternative because they
are only weakly recognised, undertheorised especially in the critically-relevant intersectional
aspects, and in their application rely on the same absent empirical evidence of the impact of
possible outcomes on children and others.

If these lessons were implemented, the rate of school ‘drop out’ could be significantly
reduced and made more consistent across England, with the result that children would be
39

permanently excluded or ‘drop out’ for only the right reasons. Other jurisdictions might
best begin by increasing recognition and respect for children’s rights in this context and
developing the necessary body of research on the differential impact of various outcomes
for children at risk of ‘drop out’. Indeed, reform has been proposed in the English context.
The House of Commons’ Education Committee recommended a Bill of Rights for children
facing exclusion and their parents,173 some of which constitute public accountability
measures, such as schools publishing their permanent and fixed period exclusion data every
term. Whilst laudable, the current discretionary framework undermines its potential by
serving as served as a smokescreen for decision-making too often driven by perverse
incentives. But that is not a reason of itself to abandon it. Kenneth Culp Davis reasons:
The strongest need and the greatest promise for improving the quality of justice to
individual parties in the entire legal and governmental system are in the areas where
decisions necessarily depend more upon discretion than upon rules and principles and
where formal hearings and judicial review are mostly irrelevant.174
Improving the discretionary regime, so that all decision-making about ‘drop out’ is legal and
consistent between schools and results in ‘drop out’ only when justifiable, requires more
than the imposition of rules.

Education law ‘serves to construct a normative “ideal child”’,175 with the child at risk of
‘drop out’ as a ‘troubled’ child who deviates from the ideal. This construction needs to
change: the child at risk of ‘drop out’ should be seen as part of an inclusive understanding
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of what it means to be a ‘child’. If schools were rewarded for being inclusive,176 the paucity
of guidance to school decision-makers would positively enable schools to make decisions
that respected the rights and interests of all affected children and others in the school. The
English discretionary regime is only as problematic as the values and unintended
consequences that incentivise its exercise. These weaknesses and failings are instructive for
other jurisdictions, especially since they are, in large part, unintended consequences of a
system aimed at enabling best practice. With stronger recognition of the child’s right to
education, as well as an evidence-based approach to consideration of the impact of ‘drop
out’, best practice may be more readily attainable and generalisable.
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